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Discrete energy levels arise from balance of attraction force between electrons and nucleus and
repulsion force between electrons  each electron will have it’s own energy level



Antisymmetric combination

When two atoms brought together  two distinct modes: 1- higher energy anti-bonding orbital σ*
2- lower energy bonding orbital σ

Antisymmetric combination

Symmetric combination

Pauli’s exclusion principle:
Identical energy states split to
have an energy state for each
electron





Energy band
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When atoms become close
together hybridization



Bands formation in Si

1st sp3 orbital in a given Si atom interacts with sp3 orbital from other Si atom. 2nd sp3 orbital
the given Si atom will interact with other sp3 orbital from other second Si atom, and so on
with other sp3 orbitals in the given Si atom the 4 sp3 orbitals in a given Si atoms need 4
other Si atom to form a bonded Si solid in a solid of N Si atoms, each atom is bonded to
four other Si atoms. This interaction will create a band (V. B) from σ orbitals full of
electrons, and other band (C.B) from σ* orbitals empty from electrons. These bands are
separated by an energy gap (Eg)

Figure 4: Formation of energy bands in Si when Si atoms approaches each other. (a)
Si atom with 4 electrons in outer shell form (b) 4 sp3 hybrid orbitals. (c) The hybrid
orbitals form σ and σ* orbitals. (d) These orbitals overlap in a solid to form the
valence and conduction band.



Bands formation in Si

1) For N Si atoms, we
have 14 N electrons
distributed over 18 N
states as shown
2) When atoms
becomes close together
 hybridization of outer
shell to sp3 orbitals
3) splitting of orbitals
into valence band (4 N
lower states full of
electrons) and
conduction band (4 N
upper states empty)
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• At T = 0 K, Semiconductor has same structure as insulator  filled valence band
and empty conduction band no current will occur when applying E field. This is
because no empty states in the valence band no net motion of electrons.

• The difference between insulators and Semiconductors is the Eg (for
semiconducting Si Eg = 1.1 eV and for insulating diamond Eg = 5 eV).

 Conductivity occurs due to available
states in the C.B.

• Insulators has a negligible no. of free electrons at room temperature  almost no conductivity
• In metals, C.B and V.B. overlabs  electrons can move freely even at 0 K

•



Electron wave function k is the propagation constant
or called the wave vector

Two different plots raised from plotting E and k complex 3-D surface



2-D draw - parabola





III-V ternary and quaternary compounds varies in composition Band structure
changes change in Eg : Example GaAs doped with Al

As x increase all minimums moves up. But Γ
minima moves up Eg still direct until reaching
x=0.38 Eg becomes indirect

1.83 eV



Creation of
electron-hole
pair (EHP)

Creation of
electron-hole
pair (EHP)

At T > 0ºK, electron are free to move in the C.B. full of empty states.
In the V.B., electrons move from hole to hole  holes appear to move





Every j electron with velocity vj have corresponding electron j’ with velocity -vj current density

In valence band, electron move from one hole to an other hole appear to have
a net motion hole current

Hence, current flow in semiconductor is due to motion of charge carriers
(electrons in the C.B. and holes in the V.B.)



Electron will move from A to B
gaining Kinetic energy and
loosing potential energy

E-field

(potential)

Electron K. E

Electron will move from A to B
gaining Kinetic energy and
loosing potential energy

In valence band, Hole will move
opposite to electron gaining Kinetic
energy and loosing potential
energy

(potential)

hole K. E

Under conservative force (Electric) electron will move opposite
to E-field loosing potential energy and gaining kinetic energy.
Hole will move with E-field loosing potential energy and gaining
kinetic energy



(In the free space)

: Electrons interact with the periodic potential of the
crystal they are not completely free

with





- hence,
- m* is determined by the curvature of  the E-k curve
- m* is inversely proportional to the curvature

Some effective masses in solids
Ge Si GaAs

mn
* 0.55 me 1.08 me 0.067 me

mp
* 0.37 mh 0.56 mh 0.45 mh

* For GaAs band diagram, Γ has
higher curvature than L and X
lower effective mass than in L and X.
* Highest effective mass will be found
for hole at the valence band since it
has lowest curvature

Some effective masses in solids
Ge Si GaAs

mn
* 0.55 me 1.08 me 0.067 me

mp
* 0.37 mh 0.56 mh 0.45 mh

mn
* is the electron effective mass

mp
* is the hole effective mass

me is the electron rest mass
mh is the electron rest mass



Intrinsic Material
• A perfect semiconductor crystal with no impurities or lattice

defects is called an Intrinsic semiconductor.

• In such material there are no charge carriers at 0ºK, since the

valence band is filled with electrons and the conduction band is

empty.
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Intrinsic Material

Si

e-

At T > 0 ºK at Energy enough to broke the covalent
bond generation of electron hole pair (EHP); the only
carriers in intrinsic semiconductor

Si
Eg
h+

Since we have EHP electron concentration/cm3 and hole concentration/cm3

are equal and they are called intrinsic carrier concentration n = p = ni



Intrinsic Material

• If we denote the generation rate of EHPs as

and the recombination rate as

At given temperature, equilibrium requires that:

)( 3scm
EHPri

ii gr 

)( 3scm
EHPgi

Generation means creation of EHP and recombination means electron in
C.B. make a transition to empty hole in the V.B.

Each of these rates is temperature dependent. For example,

increases when the temperature is raised.)(Tgi

iirri gnpnr  2
00 

n0 and p0 are electrons and holes concentrations at equilibrium.

Generation means creation of EHP and recombination means electron in
C.B. make a transition to empty hole in the V.B.

In intrinsic material the n0 = p0 = ni with
n0p0 = ni

2

which is called the mass-action law



Extrinsic Material
In addition to the intrinsic carriers generated thermally, it is possible to

create carriers in semiconductors by purposely introducing impurities
into the crystal. This process, called doping, is the most common
technique for varying the conductivity of semiconductors.

When a crystal is doped such that the equilibrium carrier concentrations
n0 and p0 are different from the intrinsic carrier concentration ni , the
material is said to be extrinsic.

In addition to the intrinsic carriers generated thermally, it is possible to
create carriers in semiconductors by purposely introducing impurities
into the crystal. This process, called doping, is the most common
technique for varying the conductivity of semiconductors.

When a crystal is doped such that the equilibrium carrier concentrations
n0 and p0 are different from the intrinsic carrier concentration ni , the
material is said to be extrinsic.

n0 ≠ p0 ≠ ni but still n0p0 = ni
2

n-type semicondutor: doping with impurity atoms from column
V donor atoms (gives extra electron in the conduction band)
 majority electrons and minority holes

p-type semiconductor: doping with impurity atoms from column
III acceptor atoms atoms (takes electron from the valence
band leaving holes behind) majority holes and minority
electrons



Extrinsic Material
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Donor atoms introduce donor energy levels (Ed)near the conduction
band so that the electrons exited to conduction band at low
temperature (about 50 ºK) (n0>>p0 and n0>> ni)



Extrinsic Material
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Extrinsic Material
Acceptor atoms introduce acceptor energy levels (Ea) near the conduction
band so that the electrons exited from valence band at low temperature
(about 50 ºK) leaving holes behind (p0>>n0 and p0>> ni)



Extrinsic Material

h+
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Extrinsic Material
• We can calculate the binding energy by using the

Bohr model results, consider-ing the loosely
bound electron as ranging about the tightly
bound “core” electrons in a hydrogen-like orbit.
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Extrinsic Material
Example:

Calculate the approximate donor binding energy for
Ge(εr=16, mn*=0.12m0).
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Thus the energy to excite the donor electron from n=1 state to the free
state (n=∞) is ≈6meV.
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Thus the energy to excite the donor electron from n=1 state to the free
state (n=∞) is ≈6meV.



Carriers Concentrations
• In calculating semiconductor electrical properties and

analyzing device behavior, it is often necessary to know
the number of charge carriers per cm3 in the material.
The majority carrier concentration is usually obvious in
heavily doped material, since one majority carrier is
obtained for each impurity atom (for the standard
doping impurities).

• Electrons in solids obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.
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Ei is the intrinsic fermi energy level
located at the middle of the energy gap



Electron and Hole Concentrations
at Equilibrium

 Example 3-4:
A Si sample is doped with 1017 As Atom/cm3. What is
the equilibrium hole concentration p0 at 300°K? Where
is EF relative to Ei?

 Answer:
Since Nd >> ni, we can approximate n0 = Nd and
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3-3-2. Electron and Hole
Concentrations at Equilibrium
Answer (Continue) :

Ec

EF

Ei1.1eV
0.407eV

50

Ev

Ei1.1eV



As for n0 and p0, ni is also more temperature dependent and hence is EF



The dependence of carrier concentration in semiconductor on temperature
passes into three regimes shown in the figure


































